The LineLazer V 5900 continues to be the mid to heavy-duty striping solution for professional contractors who recognize the increased productivity this leader delivers. With its ability to use 1 or 2-gun airless paint guns there are no jobs too big or small for the LineLazer V 5900 - large parking lots, city streets and everything in between. Known for years by professional contractors for its productivity, the innovations of this new generation positions the 5900 to again exceed all expectations.

Standard LineLazer V Features:

- New EasyMark Gun Adjustment System
  - Simple guide mark system
  - Easy gun on/off, front/back
  - Perfect gun set up – every time
- New EZ Align Front Wheel System
  - Keeps unit tracking straight
- New DualComfort™ Handle Bar System
  - Fits all users – easy to adjust
  - Solid 4-bolt design
- New LiveLook™ Display with SmartControl™
  - Tracks all aspects of your job
  - Real-time information

HP Automatic Includes All Standard LineLazer V Features PLUS:

- New Automatic, Semi-Automatic Guns
  - Push button control for accurate stripes every time
- New Auto-Layout II
  - Easy to use – cuts layout time in half
- New Data Logging with J-Leg System
  - On-board job information for “proof” of completion
- New On-Board Power
  - 12V battery for all your accessory items

SPECIFICATIONS

- MAX TIP SIZE: 0.043 1-Gun 0.029 2-Guns
- MAX GPM (LPM): 1.60 (6.0)
- MAX PSI (BAR): 3300 (227)
- HONDA GX ENGINE CC (HP): 160 (5.5)
- WEIGHT LBS (KG): 250 (113)